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Query Optimization on Relational Databases
for Supporting Top-k Query Processing
Techniques
M.A. Kashem, Abu Sayed Chowdhury, Rupam Deb, and Moslema Jahan

Abstract—Information systems apply various techniques to rank query answers. Ranking queries (or top-k queries) are
dominant in many emerging applications, e.g., similarity queries in multimedia databases, searching web databases, midlewares
and data mining. In such application domains, end-users are more interested in the most important (top-k) query answers in the
potentially huge answer space. Thus for why in relations’ join, the suitable size of relations inputs for getting top K query answers
must be determined. This paper describes an algorithm for finding input size of N relations in rank aware queries to efficiently
answer to the queries with join of N relations for getting top K query answers and it is observed from the experimental result that
the time of query processing extraordinarily will be decreased.
Index Terms—Relational database, query optimization, top-k, Information retrieval, join of N relations.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

E

merging applications that depend on ranking queries
warrant efficient support of ranking in database
management systems. Integration of database and
information retrieval (IR) technologies has been an active
research topic recently [11]. Top-k queries aim at providing
only the top-k query results, according to a user-specified
ranking function. The increasing importance of top-k
queries warrant an efficient support of ranking in the
relational database management system (RDBMS) and has
recently gained the attention of the research community.
Supporting ranking gives database systems the ability to
efficiently answer IR queries. For many years, combining
the advantages of databases and information retrieval
systems has been the goal of many researchers. An
important subject in this connection is determining the
suitable size of inputs in relation N for answering to the
rank aware query so that in this manner top-k query
answers are gotten. It is vital in information integration
with large scale to select top-k rank aware from multiple
sources and it has also basic role for minimizing transfer
cost because as the size of relations become smaller, transfer
cost become less. For answering to a query Efficient
algorithms have been developed for answering to ranking
queries in middleware environment [1]. The other
algorithm that is used for answering to the ranking queries
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is estimating input sizes by means of statistical relations,
monotony hypothesis and random variables [3, 4]. The other
new innovation is making ranking laws in relational
databases [5]. The other solution in this connection is
improving the join and using the ripple join that minimize
the time in order to get estimation with relatively acceptable
precision for query results. The main idea of ripple join is join
algorithm aware the suggested rank for supporting join
queries with top K relational database [6]. But there are the
other methods for answering to the queries with top-k, which
are getting top-k by changing query optimization theorem to
the aware searches [7].
In this paper, we provide an idea of efficient pruning of
non requisite records for supporting top k queries with join
of N relation.

2 QUERY OPTIMIZATION BY RANKING QUIRES ON
RELATIONAL DATABASE
2.1 Relational Database
A relational database is a collection of data items organized
as a set of formally described tables from which data can be
accessed or reassembled in many different ways without
having to reorganize the database tables. Fig.1 shows a
relationship of student database.
2.2 Conventional TOP-K Query Processing
Top-k processing connects too many database research areas
including query optimization, indexing methods and query
languages. As a consequence, the impact of efficient top-k
processing is becoming evident in an increasing number of
applications. The following examples illustrate real-world
scenarios where efficient top-k processing is crucial. The
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examples highlight the importance of adopting

Fig.1: A Relational Database
efficient top-k processing techniques in traditional database
environments. Consider a user interested in finding a
location (e.g., city) where the combined cost of buying a
house and paying school tuition for 5 years at that location
is minimum. The user is interested in the four least
expensive places. Assume that there are two external
sources (databases), Houses and Schools, that can provide
information on houses and schools, respectively.
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FROM House h,School s
WHERE h.Location=s.Location
ORDER BY Cost
LIMIT 4
In current database systems, the queries in the example are
evaluated as follows:
 First, the input tables are joined according to the join
condition.
 Then, for each join result, the global score is
computed according to the given function.
 Finally, the results are sorted on the computed
combined score to produce the top-k results and the
rest of the results are dropped.
Here two major expensive operations are involved:
 Joining the individual inputs and
 Sorting the join results.
Here the top four results cannot be returned to the user until
all join results are generated .For large numbers of co-located
houses and schools, the processing of such query in the
traditional manner is very expensive as it requires expensive
join and sort operation for larger amounts of data.

2.3 Query optimization
The objective in query optimization is to select an efficient
execution strategy. The query optimization process shown in
fig.3 consists of getting a query on N relations and generating
the best query execution plan (QEP). For a given query, the
search space can be defined as the set of set of equivalent
operator trees that can be produced using transformation
rules.
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Fig.2: A top k query example
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Fig.3: Query optimization process

Regarding different search spaces there would be different
shape of the join tree as shown in fig. 4. [10]

The houses database provides a ranked list of the
cheapest houses and their locations. Similarly, the Schools
database provides a ranked list of the least expensive
schools and their locations. The search must be done in two
relations of house and school in the database, according to
the following query as shown in fig.2:
SELECT h.HID, s.SID, h.Price+3*s.Tuition as Cost
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Top-k Processing Techniques
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Fig.4: Types of join tree
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2.4 Ranking Queries

SELECT *
FROM R1, R2, . . . ,Rm
WHERE join condition (R1, R2, . . . ,Rm)
ORDER BY F (R1.score, R2.score, . . . , Rm.score)
LIMIT k;
Where LIMIT limits the number of results reported to the
user.

2.5 TOP-K Query Processing Techniques
The classification of top-k query processing techniques
based on multiple designs is shown in fig.5. [12]

Implementation Ranking
Level
Function

Top-k
Selection
Top-k
Aggregate

In rank aware query( also known as top-k query), query
define on M attribute A1, A2,…, AN and relation N in the
form of R1, R2,…,RN that each Ai (i=1:M) belongs to one
relation Rj (j=1:N). Each of the attributes have special
domain in comparison with their kind. According to the
query, a series of attributes of these relations are applied for
projection, a series of attributes of these relations are used
for restriction and join. In the rank aware queries there is a
part for ranking that some of relations attributes are
presented in the form of a ranking relation which is called
ranking function. Ranking function f is formed in the form
of attribute M' that is M' <=M. A theory that we have for
ranking function f is this: ranking function changes in
comparison with all relations are monotonic. In addition to
this, the number of suitable answers in rank aware queries
is determined too that is just Top K. Consider a set of
relations R1 to Rm. Each tuple in Ri is associated with some
score that gives it a rank within Ri. The top-k join query
joins R1 to Rm and produces the results ranked on a total
score. The total score is computed according to some
function, say F that combines individual scores. Note that
the score attached with each relation can be the value of one
attribute or a value computed using a predicate on a subset
of its attributes.
A possible SQL-like notation for expressing a top-k join
query is as follows:
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Fig.5: Classification of top-k query processing
techniques.

Top-k processing techniques are classified based on the
restrictions they impose on the underlying ranking (scoring)
function. Most proposed techniques assume monotone
scoring functions. Few proposal address general functions.

3 Analysis of Query Processing
3.1 Supporting TOP-K Queries
For answering to a query with Top K the traditional solution
is to do the join on N relations firstly and then sort the
answers according to ranking function and select Top k. This
algorithm with a view to implementation is very simple but
in fact for getting Top k most of the tuples are not important
and they have not any role in the ultimate answer, these extra
tuples must be pruned according to correct strategy. A key
property of top-k queries is that users are interested only in
the first k results and not in a total ranking of all query
results. This property directly impacts the optimization of
top-k queries by optimizing for the first k results.
Traditionally, most real-world database systems offer the
feature of First-N-Rows-Optimization. Users can turn on this
feature when desiring fast response time to receive results as
soon as they are generated. This feature translates into
respecting the “pipelining” of a plan as a physical plan
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property. For example, for two plans P1 and P2 with the
same physical properties, if P1 is a pipelined plan (e.g.,
nested-loops join plan) and P2 is a non-pipelined plan (e.g.,
sort-merge join plan), P1 cannot be pruned in favor of P2,
even if P2 is cheaper than P1.

3.3 Query Analyzer
Fig. 7 shows processing of query analyzer. The required
attributes are selected from each of the relations according to
the query and rest of
Start

3.1.1 Pruning Inputs
Pruning inputs for supporting Top K in queries with join of
N relations, input parameters in company with relation N is
in the form of R1,R2,…,RN that each Ri (i=1:N) containing
some attributes for joining with other relation that is
presented in this form Ri.Join_Feilds[j] (j=1:N-1). Also there
is a ranking function f with monotonic increase that is
conformable with equation 1.

Input relations

Compare records of the
relations

f(R2.Rank_Feilds[l1],R2.Rank_Feilds[l2],.............,
Rn.Rank_Feilds[ln]) -------------(1)

3.2 Specifying Input Size
According to the query, a series of attributes of these
relations are applied for projection, a series of attributes of
these relations are used for restriction and join. in this
manner:
ProjectionR[].Projection_Feilds[j'],
RestrictionRi.Restriction_Feilds[j"]
Which are applied in the general algorithm.
3.2.1 Input Size for Two Relations
Consider tow relations R1 and R2 that are arranged
according to their ranking attributes in decreasing manner.
The flow chart for input size specification is shown in fig.6.
If records of R1 end but the number of records that was the
join condition between two relations become less than K it
means that the ultimate answer, which is gotten from join of
two relations, is less than K. we also do these stages in the
same way for R2 and record the results.
3.2.2 Concept for N Relations’ Join
The important fact to join N relation is the order of
joins action between relations; it means that which relations
must be joined firstly so that the number of operations
becomes minimum, for this purpose join tree must be made.
The most important point for determining suitable input
size is determining suitable place for each relation in the
join tree as shown in fig.2. We can get the best state by
means to bushy tree which is used in implementation.
Suggested idea for N relations is stated below:
A. Calculate the input size for every relations of R[] .
B. Place the two relation of least input size, one (that
is minimum between two) to the left sub-tree as the
parent of left sub-tree and the other on the right
sub-tree as parent of right sub-tree.
C. The child of left sub-tree and right sub-tree are
constructed in similar manner as mentioned in step
b for rest of the relations.

N
Record
match?
Y
Record count to K

End
Fig. 6: Flowchart of Input size specification

attributes is pruned. Then the size of relations is calculated.
By forming bushy tree order of join action is evaluated.
Finally join between tables is done by pruning records to get
top-k query answers.

3.4 Algorithm for TOP-K Queries
Algorithm TOPk_queries ( R)
{
// Array R[] holds the relations.
// Relations are ordered based on ranking function.
select requisite attributes by projection and restriction;
for ( i=1; i<=n; i++)
for ( j=1;j<=N;j++)
if ( i ≠ j)
{
Calculate input size of R[i] and R[j] ;
Construct bushy tree for all relations of R[]
based on input size and ranking function;
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}
Create join between relations based on
constructed tree;
Write join result;
}

User Query

(Top-k)

Relations

Database

R1

R2

R1

FROM A, B, C
WHERE A.jc1= B.jc1 AND B.jc2 = C.jc2 AND A.b and B.b
ORDER BY f1(A.p1) + f2(A.p2)+ f3(B.p1) + f4 (b.p2) + f5(C.p1)
LIMIT k
Query Optimization implemented by using pruning
architecture reduces the query process time drastically and
hence reduces cost. Different execution time for different
values of K the comparison of time cost for traditional and
suggested systems shows in figure 8. We also analyze the
accuracy of information which is gotten by means of this
approach, in all of the analyzed queries and for different Ks,
the answers of this approach is100% equal to answers that is
gotten by means of traditional approaches.
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Fig.7: Processing the query in Query Analyzer.
Fig.8: Comparison of time cost for conventional
and proposed systems

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The structure of the Top K queries for N relation join have
been implemented over Visual Studio.Net & PostgreSQL
database running on 2.66GHz Pentium IV processor with
512MB memory. The operating system is Microsoft XP. The
results are compared on the same hardware configuration.
We use a synthetic data set of three database (A, B,C). Table
A and table B each have one boolean attribute with 0.4 as
their selectivities. The three tables have 2, 2, 1 ranking
predicates respectively. The ranking predicated have the
same cost. Scores of different ranking predicated are within
the range between 0 and 1 which are generated by different
distribution including uniform, normal and cosine
distribution. Each table has two attributes jc1 and jc2 as join
columns. We use a simple top-k query Q where summation
is used as scoring function.
Q=
SELECT *

5 CONCLUSION
Query optimization on relational database has contributed to
the existing system for the query operations significantly. It is
essential for large information retrieval system. The
presented approach in big databases that has high
information volume and their aim is implementing Rank
aware Queries with small Ks amount is suitable and efficient.
It is also efficient for systems that their aim is information
integration from some systems proportionate to their
requisite queries and relations because it optimizes
information volume of relations proportionate to query and
determination of requisite input size of relations. This
approach makes time cost less from 40 to 50% for small Ks
and also makes requisite volume of relation less for
transferring from half of the primary volume. As the database
is growing gradually the retrieval time is also increased in
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exponential order. We have implemented the query access
system within single processor system and also presented
how we can perform ranking operation on the result of
query operation and make decision.
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